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	Ever since Lorensen and Cline published their paper on the Marching Cubes algorithm, isosurfaces have been a standard technique for the visualization of 3D volumetric data. Yet there is no book exclusively devoted to isosurfaces. Isosurfaces: Geometry, Topology, and Algorithms represents the first book to focus on basic algorithms for isosurface construction. It also gives a rigorous mathematical perspective on some of the algorithms and results.


	In color throughout, the book covers the Marching Cubes algorithm and variants, dual contouring algorithms, multilinear interpolation, multiresolution isosurface extraction, isosurfaces in four dimensions, interval volumes, and contour trees. It also describes data structures for faster isosurface extraction as well as methods for selecting significant isovalues.


	For designers of visualization software, the book presents an organized overview of the various algorithms associated with isosurfaces. For graduate students, it provides a solid introduction to research in this area. For visualization researchers, the book serves as a reference to the vast literature on isosurfaces.
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The Revelation of the Name YHWH to Moses: Perspectives from Judaism, the Pagan Graeco-Roman World, and Early Christianity (Themes in Biblical Narrative)Brill Academic Publishers, 2006
The revelation of YHWH's name to Moses is a momentous event   according to the Old Testament. The name `Yahweh' is of central importance   in Judaism, and `Yahwism' became tantamount to Jewish monotheism. As such,   this designation of God also attracted the attention of pagan writers in   the Graeco-Roman period. And early Christians had to deal...
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Computational Intelligence for Modelling and Prediction (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2005
Understanding the decision-making processes of living systems, and the efforts to mimic them, are identified with research in Artificial Intelligence (AI). However, the recent popularity of neural networks, fuzzy systems and evolutionary computation, which are widely considered as areas related in AI, has created a need for a new definition to...
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Trust, Institutions and Managing Entrepreneurial Relationships in Africa: An SME Perspective (Palgrave Studies of Entrepreneurship in Africa)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book highlights the importance of understanding how trust and indigenous African cultural institutions enhance the development of entrepreneurial networks and relationships in Africa. Drawing on institutional theories, the author re-examines the way that entrepreneurial behaviour can be shaped, with a focus on trust, networks...
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PostgreSQL Developer s GuidePackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, develop, and implement streamlined databases with PostgreSQL


	About This Book

	
		Design efficient, real-world database solutions and extend your knowledge of database concepts
	
		Learn how to program using native PostgreSQL procedural languages to write custom functions
	...
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Windows Server 2008 Portable Command Guide: MCTS 70-640, 70-642, 70-643, and MCITP 70-646, 70-647Que, 2011

	Thanks for buying the Windows Server 2008 Portable Command Guide: MCTS 70-640,
	70-642, 70-643, and MCITP 70-646, 70-647 . I’d love to say that this book was my idea,
	but the real credit goes to Scott Empson who originally developed the vision of this
	book with Cisco certifications. I’ve worked with Scott and Pearson...
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Adobe AIR: Create - Modify - Reuse (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Adobe AIR: Create - Modify - Reuse    

    Adobe Integrated Runtime (AIR) revolutionizes the way Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) are deployed. AIR supports two primary technologies, Flash and HTML/Ajax, in order to make desktop development something that every web developer can do. This book shows you how to set up a...
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